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ABSTRACT 
We present an answer to a question raised by J. Riordan on the relationship between 
two families of maps of finite sets. 
The following problem has been kindly communicated to me by 
Dr. J. Riordan. 
Let [n] = {1, 2 ..... n} and define B, as the set of  all maps/3 : [n] -+ [n] 
such that there exists a permutation/3* of  [n] satisfying the condition: 
For j = 1, 2 ..... n,/3*j is the least integer >~/3j not already contained 
in {/3"1,/3*2 ..... /3*(j --  1)}. 
For instance B~ consists of  the three maps (/31 =/32  = 1), (/31 --  1; 
/32 = 2), (/31 ----- 2;/32 = 1), the associated/3* being the identity map for 
the first two and the inversion (/3"1 = 2,/3*2 = 1) for the last one. More 
generally one finds that 
Card B,~ = (n + 1) "-1. 
As it is well known (n + 1) n-1 is also the cardinality of  the set A,  of  all 
acyclic maps ~: In] ~ In] (i.e., of  the ~: [n] --~ [n] such that an-1 = ~,), 
and it is asked to exhibit a 1-1 correspondence/3 ~/~ between B,~ and A , .  
This we do by induction on n, starting with n = 2, where we associate, 
respectively, the three members of  B2 listed above with the following 
three maps of  As : 
(~1 = ~2 = 1), (~1 = ~2 = 2), (~1 = 1;~2 = 2) 
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For  n > 2 we distinguish cases depending upon f l*n = n, = l,  
or = any other member  of [n]. 
CASE 1 : 
f l *H  z l'l. 
Assuming fl ~ Bn, the value of  f l*n is the only remaining member of 
In] once f l*j  has been constructed for j ~ 1, 2 ..... n - -  1. Thus f l*n =- n 
implies flj < n for every j E [n - -  1]. Reciprocally, if this condition is 
met by some map fl: [n] -~ In] we can always define the permutation fl* 
and we shall have f i*n = n whatever the value of  fin. Thus our hypothesis 
amounts to the single requirement that the restriction fll of  fl to [n --  1] 
is a member of Bn_~ and by the induction hypothesis we have a well- 
defined f l  ~ A~_I associated with i l l .  
SUBCASE 1.1: 
fll'l z n.  
We set 
fn~n;  
/~=n if j~[n - -  1] 
flJ = f l J  otherwise. 
n- -2"  and fll Y -- ~'n--1 '- - i l l  J ,  
SUBCASE 1.2: 
fin =m <n.  
We set 
f in=m;  
f j  = n if j ~ [n -- 1] and f~-2j = fi~-lj @ f~-lrn; 
~- fllJ otherwise. 
It  is clear that fl ~ Am because, for every j ~ [n], f~-~j ---- finj = n in 
Subcase 1.1 and f~- l j  = f~j _ f~m in Subcase 1.2. 
Further, the correspondence fl ~ f is a 1-1 application of the maps 
fl s B~ satisfying f l*n = n onto the maps fl ~ Am having a single fixed point. 
CASE 2: 
/3*n = 1. 
This implies fin = 1 and flj > 1 for every j e [n - -  1]. In fact a map 
fl: [n] --+ [n] belongs to Bn and satisfies f l*n = 1 iff fll = 1 and there 
exists a map fl~ e Bn_l such that f l ( j  + 1) = 1 + fl~j for every j ~ [n --  1 ]. 
Then clearly f l* ( j  + 1) ----- 1 + fl*~j. 
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As above, we derive f from fz by setting simply fin = n and ~j = f~j 
for j ~ [n -- 1]. Thus f z A. because the restrictions of f to In -- 1] and 
to {n} are two acyclic maps of these sets onto themselves and the cor- 
respondence /3--~ f is a 1-1 application of the maps/3 ~ B. satisfying 
/3"1 = n onto the maps f r  such that f-an = {n}. 
CASE 3: 
We define: 
1 </3*n=rn  <n.  
Ix =- { j  e [n - -  11: fl*j < m}, 
/2 --- { je  [n - 11: fi*j > m}. 
By hypothesis the restriction of fi* to /1  w Is ----- [n -- 1] is a bijection 
onto [n]\{m} and it implies f i j  < m (resp. > m) for every j E I1 (resp. 12): 
More accurately the present hypothesis is equivalent o the existence 
of the following objects: 
(i) a map f i le B,,-1 and a non-decreasing surjection ha : [m -- 1] ---* 11 
such that f l l J  = fihlJ for each j ~ [m -- 1] (then f l* j  = fl*AlJ)- 
(ii) a map fi2 E B~,(p = n - -  m)  and a non-decreasing surjection 
A2 : [p] -+/2 such that m + fl2j = fi)~2J for each j z[p] (then m + fi*2J = 
/3*A2j). 
Reciprocally, if this is the case, we have/3 ~ B, (with/3*n = m, auto, 
maritally) iff/3n ~ [m]. 
Thus letting I~ = I 1 u {n}, )qj = Aljor = m depending uponj  ~ [m - 1] 
or = m and/3~j = flaJ or =/3m depending on the same condition, we have 
t t :~ /31 ~ Bm satisfying/31 m ---- m and we can combine the two constructions 
already introduced in the definition of f E An : 
f~ j  = A~f~'j for each j E [m]; 
fk~j = ~f2J  for each j ~ [p]. 
By construction the restriction of f to I~ (resp. Is) is a map of this set 
into itself and this map is acyclic by the induction hypothesis. Further 
by the discussion of Case 1, we know that this restriction has a single 
fixed point, hence that I~ can be retrieved from f as being the set of all 
j ~ [n] for which f" j  = fnn. This shows the 1-1 character of our application 
/3 ---* f and it ends the verification of the validity of the construction. 
